Introducing the New Faces

Behind the Lecterns of CSC

By Frieda Wiesenberg

This being our first Pointer of the year, we wish to welcome our new faculty members to CSC. There are five additional members and two replacements on the faculty.

Mr. Fred J. Schmeckeck (chemistry) and Mr. Raymond M. Right- sell (physics) both retired last spring. Mr. Schmeckeck is from Minnesota State College at Milwaukee for several years, before going to Iowa State. He has had experience in forestry and extension service in Iowa.

Mr. Donald Rupert of the music department is taking a two year leave of absence to complete work for a Ph.D. at Rochester, New York. His place is being filled by Mr. Paul Baumgartner who has been a graduate student at Indiana University.

Mr. Lawrence Kallander, chemistry instructor, is replacing Mr. Normann J. Birkhead, who left to accept a position in the government at Fairbanks. Mr. Kallander has been in previous years an instructor at the University of Maryland.

Mr. Howard Schuetz has been employed in the geography department to replace Mrs. Gladys Thomson. Mr. Schuetz is married and has a degree in education from the University of Wisconsin.

Miss Lucile Johnson of Copolitan, Kansas, is replacing Miss Viola Hinckley of the psychology department. She received her master of arts degree from the University of Wisconsin. Mrs. Cecilia Welch who wished to return to her native state to live with her parents will take a year at the second grade on the campus school. Miss Hinckley, who is married, has been employed to do graduate work at the University of Colorado.

A Swedish immigrant high school teacher, Mr. Thomas J. Hayes is employed in the Campus School, as a science and mathematics supervisor. The camp school has been opened and is now under the direction of Mrs. Margerie Pfeiffer.

The new position added to the department of speech is being filled by Mr. William Dawson, a graduate of Whitewater State College. He has taught at the University of Wisconsin.

Dr. Charles Freedman is new in

CSC Enrollment Is Higher Than Last Year

By Jeanne Holcomb

There are 79 men and 97 women in the classes this year and 145 new Freshmen. Practically all the classes have an enrollment over the first fall quarter of 1958.

Dr. Oscar Villarejo. He earned his degree in the master of arts degree at George Washington University in Washington, D. C.

To fulfill the wish of many students in the music department Miss Malia Jekabsons is now employed as a piano instructor. She is a graduate of Michigan State college and has her master of arts degree from Eastman school of music at Rochester.

Mr. Amacker seemed pleased with the opening and the student reception of the new Union building. He said, "This is the first time which are not as we would wish yet, the rush to note the increased number is such as fashion that there are two parts of speech which may be made possible by the students for forward.

For all those interested in the new student dark room, be sure to check the programs for the next issue of the Pointer. A camera club will be formed and members of this group will have free access to the dark room.

The cafeeteria has been designed in such a fashion that there are two sections which can be closed off from the main area to accommodate groups that may be having banquets. This makes it possible for organizations to entertain and enjoy meals together in individual groups.

The cafeeteria can be cleared of tables and converted into a dance floor. The first dance sponsored this year was well attended. It is interesting to note the increased number of students who do not go home during the vacation. The new Union has been opened.

On the second floor of the Union is located a large lounge—complete with soft chairs, skylights, and a television set. A parlor is directly off the lounge and can be used for receptions.

One feature of the new Union is the many meeting-rooms provided. In addition to the Pointer, Iris, Student Council, Union Calendar, there are several conference and meeting rooms.

Central State is a growing college. It is with pride that we can say, "This is our new student union."
**A Greeting from the Editor . . . .**

By now you and I have all been welcomed several times to a first, or another, year of college. It does, however, seem necessary to repeat the word once more, so a most sincere "welcome" to all of you! With a proper balance of study and fun, there can be a great year — even the greatest — for everyone.

It is certainly rewarding to see how quickly the Union has become "the place" to go between classes and in the evening. Any students who are not here this first, or another, year of college.

**Dr. F. Krempel, adviser for the Iris, submitted the delay to a lack of organization caused by a shortage of staff members. The staff did determine to follow the customs which support to complete the annual before graduation. The Iris staff was a mailing list of last year's edition, and copies of the annual will be mailed out soon to all those who were here at the college. If you know of other students who are not here this semester, please contact the Iris staff and leave their present addresses.

**How about helping Marilyn Roth, the Iris editor, get this year's annual on time?**

**Abiding by Custom**

**Cafeteria Adopts Dress Regulations**

In response to requests from dormitory residents, the Union Board has announced plans for dress regulations to take effect next semester. Changes were previously in effect in the Nelson Hall cafeteria. These, in brief are:

- Monday through Friday noon — Noon through 10 P.M.
- Friday evening & all day Saturday — Slacks will be allowed.
- The Sunday noon meal will be a "dine" affair. Men are requested to wear pressed pants and shirts; not sweat shirts and blue jeans.
- Women will be enforced during weeks of final exams or the days preceding and following vacations. In accordance with requests from dorm residents, several "up down" diners are planned for ear.
- The success, this program will re the cooperation of all the stu eating in the cafeteria.

---

**Pajama Party Welcomes Nelson Hall Residents**

A pajama party officially welcomed new residents to Nelson hall on Sunday evening, September 15, at 10 P.M. Assorted "wild" animals, dressed in a most amusing and befitting were honored quests at the party. A rather unfinished version of last year's Nelson hall parade rhythm, followed by the sophomore was followed by a talk from the dorm mother, Miss Hansen. Judy Angle, dorm president, then introduced the other officers who were present and the spring elections. They are as follows: Jeanne Clark, vice president; Sue Holsen, treasurer; Gertrude Schultiere, recreation room chairman; Joan Doyle and Gloria Jorich, CWA representatives; Rosemary Babbitt, head floor manager; Mary Scull and Sue Machacek, edito- clary committee; Sandra Alexander, floor resident, and Glad Wekes, press representative.

Joan Doyle, the dorm's "official why," then letter a favorite ghost, "Uncle George Nelson," Sue Machacek and Sue Holsen did a pantomime after which refresh- ments were served.

---

**Eight Students Share in Camp Counseling**

Eight CSC students attended Camp Slovenia on September 14 and 15 as counselors and outdoor education instructors of the sixth grade pupils of the former and Whiting schools September 14-17.

They were Greethen Sperстраива, Judy Hansen, Karen Shirley, Francis Tipton, Robert Deuker, Edward Christian, William Kearby and Bertrand Confurth with Dr. Clyde Hibbs of the Conservation department as their adviser.

The camp attendance by the sixth grade pupils is an annual event of the schools under the supervision of Mary Jones and Leland Bartosch, graduates of Central State.

---

**Outstanding Presentations**

**Astronomy Lectures, Discussions Will Begin Assembly Program Series**

The College Assembly committee has planned several fine programs for the beginning of the College year.

Mr. Norman Keats announced that the first of these programs will be presented October 19 and 20. Dr. Harlow Shapley, the eminent astronomer, will be a campus visitor for two days. During this time he will give illustrated lectures in the college auditorium and informal meet- with students and faculty. The title of his lecture is: "Galaxies and Man's Place in the Universe."

On November 4, the Polari Play- performing group of the professional Broadway actors will be here to perform. As a result, the student goodness of the year won the college," and an additional day at the campus, "A Child." A poigniant setting of six selections from the world's literature about children, it includes humor, senti- mentality, irony, love, social state- of the art of programs and pare poetry moulded into an unusual entertain- ment.

The Canadian Players will per- form January 19 and 20 in "The Taming of the Shrew" and "The Cherry Orchard" by Chekhov. When the players were here last year they put on Shaw's "Devil's Discipline" and Shakespeare's "As You Like It."

We are privileged to have the National Canadian Ballet put on a performance March 9. The company of seventy-five experienced artists is at its eighth season and is well known in Canada, the United States and Mexico. The Canadian Ballet Company has received high praise for its magnificent, performances which have put on coast to coast. The production is so lavish that it will be given in the P. J. Jacobus High School Auditorium.

---

**Fall Blooming Iris Arrives Next Week**

The long awaited 1959 Iris will arrive during the first week of October. Greethen Sper_strerror will be in charge of the distribution of the annual.

---

**Central State College**

---

**Poet's Corner**

**By Linda Wilson**

This column will give students a chance to share their innermost feelings as they express them in poetry. The first of the following poems, "Death," was written by Jan Campbell. Linda Wilson composed "Storm Search."

---

**Storm Search**

Fingers prying, pulling, seeking our warm fingers searching fingers asking fingers lurking fingers banging, mourning fingers hisse let me in let me in at fingers at the window scratching, clawing seeking on the roof lifeing scratching fingering tapping, fingering tapping, fingering tapping tapping tapping, tapping

Most poetry remains unsaid, unwritten. Those of us who cannot write or express our moments of certain feelings and situations, can read what others have been able to put down. Perhaps a description of a piece of poetry is more enjoyable than its creation because we can not only fit it to the mood of the circumstances, but also it will give some idea that someone else has thought, said, or enjoyed what our unspeakable thoughts have also felt. We feel a sharing — a secret — between the unknown author and ourselves.

This column is dedicated to students' poetry. Your poetry need not be spectacular or long. It is just what you want to be, to be shared.
"Neath the Purple and the Gold"

By Elmae Omernik

I've just finished unraveling myself from the red tape of entering college and am exploring the wide open spaces of Central State campus. I'm aware of the long and high places too, but I'm sure you did at the top of the stairs on third floor during change of classes and look down at the view from the basement, which looking up will also prove interesting.

Another factor of some interest is that people, when going through the tunnel, always seem to run from school to the library and on the other hand, always appear to trudge, which is a form of exercise.

Credit where credit is due. I think the persons responsible for activities and orientation deserve a hand. The mixer, parties, assemblies, dances, and dinners were all great fun. Thanks, Bob, we enjoyed the music!

The freshmen girls are still drooling over the two-to-one男生:girls ratio. They're appropriating for the fresh fellows to meet an officer of the law second day on campus? Yes, that's off the right foot! By the way, you were one of the fortunate persons who was left a calling card by one of these officers.

After hearing that, what a good speaker can do to an audience! Cheers to Bob Davis for his ability to encounter an audience, half chuckling, half drown, and rouse them to immediate attention by his poise, seriousness of purpose, voice, and well-prepared script, also, to those who added the wit.

Obviously, by this time you've gathered that I'm an amateur at this sort of thing, as Saul Pett put it, "No one is so brave as the amateur because no one is so safe."
Sig Eps Break Bread At National Conclave

By Gary Goddard

The 26th Grand Chapter Conclave of Sigma Phi Epsilon in Washington, D.C., was attended by Goddard and Paul Becht, delegate and alternate, respectively.

The two CSC Sig Eps were among almost 200 undergraduates present at the conclave in our nation's capi- tal. It was expected that the conclave would be attended by a record number of undergraduates, due to the presence of Sig Epsilon fraternity members from across the nation.

The conclave was held at the Capitol's Senate Dining Room. There had also been enthusiastic greetings at the Grand Hospital, but it was a new experience for the Wisconsin delegates, including the senator, who had been a part of the 1909 conclave in Washington, D.C.

Several important legislation concerning housing and membership restrictions was enacted at the conclave. Further expansion in areas not yet fully represented by Sigma Phi Epsilon sub-chapters. The program included discussions on a present 149 chapter strength and membership in Sigma Phi Epsilon stands at 57,600 Brothers at the present time.

The Fraternity has the distinct honor of having been founded at Rutgers, N.J., in 1914 and represents a long line of Wisconsin delegations, including the senator, who has been a part of the 1909 conclave in Washington, D.C.

The SIG Eps from Wisconsin were among the 1909 delegates who were privileged to meet two of the four living founders of the fraternity, Thomas V. McCool and Lucius B. Cox. The fraternity was founded in 1914 at Richmond and continues to have its national headquarters in that historic city.

The SIG Eps from Wisconsin will be derived from the original founders who were responsible for the rich traditions, experiences gained through Sigma Phi Epsilon in its early years. Each of us has since played a part in making Sigma Phi Epsilon reach higher for the ideals and goals which we each marked our years in our climb to become "the ideal fraternity."
CSC Smothers Hamline

Counsell Uses More Than Fifty Men For First Win of 1959 Gridiron Season

By Elmer Karau

Central State College opened its 1959 football season Saturday night, September 19th, with a 13-0 victory over Hamline University of St. Paul, Minnesota at Gorkie Field.

Coach Duane Counsell used 29 players for the ball game, with 13 new men getting their first varsity experience. The most exciting plays of the night were made by two of the new men, the first touchdown. Both players were freshmen, Frank Kuske to Jack Bush, speedy halfback from Waasen.

Of the three plays came with 11:45 left in the second quarter and with the Pointers leading by 1 point, 7-6, Bushoutdistancing his opponent from the ten yard line and Kuske to Bush and Bush easily sped into the end zone for the touchdown. The play covered 54 yards.  

Kuske inserted his first string blocking assignments when his three interceptions on the Hamline sidelines. He kicked out and scrambled around his own right, before being intercepted by Rykowski booted the extra point.

Kuske's first touchdown pass made the score 7-0 in the first period. CSC's third score came on the alertness of defensive man Messiah, whose 26 yard interception pass established the final score of the game 13-0.

Central State Bit by Falcons

Non-conference Game Ends

In Conference Loss

On Saturday, September 19th, the Pointers traveled to River Falls for a non-conference game that ended in a 13-0 to conference defeat. Through some misunderstanding on the part of CSC coaches and officials, the game was played under the circumstances of last week's which was dropped.

A touchdown from a yard out in the third quarter by Kuske following a 45 yard pass was all the scoring in the extra points.  

The Pointers were the "first to strike" in the game. They recovered a Falcons' fumble on the CSC 83 yard line and proceeded to turn the break into a touchdown after a series of running plays. The score was the first 7-0 in favor of the Falcons. At the end of the second quarter, Kuske threw a perfect pass to Kuske on the CSC 3 yard line and the Falcons scored a touchdown. Don Rykowski added the extra point to the score.  

The Pointers' last touchdown came on one yard plunge by fullback Mike Lamber. John Dunke was the Pointer's leading ball carrier with 12 yards gained on 16 carries. To go along with 133 yards.

WRA Meets

The WRA held its general fall meeting to plan recreation activities. All college women are urged to come and join our organization. The meeting was held on Wednesday at 4:15. We meet in the women's locker room.

Pointers Face Dangerous Oshkosh

On Titans' Forebidding Battlefield

Once again the Pointers clash with arch rival Oshkosh on the football gridiron. Saturday afternoon the CSC rough riders will try to tame the Titans at Oshkosh.  

The battle against the Titans last year ended in a narrow victory for the Pointers, 21 to 20. The score at the end of the first half had the Pointers leading by 1 point, 10-9. The score was 21-20 but the Titans added 1 point in the second half.

On Saturday the Pointers will have no chance to take it easy as the Titans will be out to avenge last year's defeat.

On the following Saturday night the Pointers play their first home game after three straight away games. Last year the Cardinals from St. Paul had a dominating season and finished in a tie for sixth place in the league with a 5-2-1 record.

The Pointers were the homecoming foes for UWM last year and had only one day to prepare for their game. They have a very happy one as the score ended 18-12 with Point having the 12. The team from UWM will have in this time to prepare for the Pointers at the Gorkie Field. Both of these games should be real thrillers so all fans in the area get out and cheer the Pointers on to victory.
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Altenburg's Dairy 340 W. St. Phone DI 4-2774

SOUTH SIDE

CSC

SWEAT SHIRTS

Navy with White Lettering

$2.49

SPORT SHOP

MOBIL HEAT

Carl Schlesingham, Agent
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VISION kostenlose Kamera. Wir machen Ihnen gleich darauf aufmerksam.

VERWALTUNGS STUDIOS

WHITNEY'S

HOME MADE

CANDIES

Pointen St. Wi.

ATTENTION COLLEGE STUDENTS

You don't need cash. No money down. 3 years to pay. Payments to your budget.

Krembs Furniture
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YOUR RECORD HEADQUARTERS / GRAHAM LANE

Music Shop

113 Stangs Ave. Phone DI 4-1841

Stevens Point, Wisconsin

INSTRUMENT RENTALS

WELCOME TEACHERS & STUDENTS

We hope you have a pleasant & successful year. If we can serve you in any way please call on us.

STEVENS POINT DAILY JOURNAL
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114 N. Third

You are always welcome.

WESTENBERGER'S DRUG

Alcohol has a trait that is not found in any other drug - 100% satisfaction. Try it.

Shippy Bros. Clothing

Stevens Point's Longest

Men's and Boy's Wear Store

CHARLESWORTH STUDIOS

BILLY'S PIZZA SHOP

We Deliver Piping Hot Pizzas To Your Door

Delivery Charge $2.50

Phone DI 4-9557

Open 4 p.m. to 2 a.m.

Closed Every Tuesday
The Omega plunged immediately into a sea of work upon returning to school this fall. Bever Marka, president, called a meeting for the Omegas on September 15, at the Union. It was decided that the same for our first tea, on September 27, would be College Debut. Committees were appointed and they were as follows: general chairman, Grace Sommers; entertainment, Jackie Redlin, chairman, Ruth Way, Mary Kressy, Marilyn Lumyser; decorations, Carl Erickson, chairman, Sharon Klein, Judy Jesse, Mary Ellen Lamancini, Penny Musll, Emry Millard; invitations, Gloria Jeckle, chair, Dee Darling, Marlene Cable, Marge Wint, Sue Rulhe; advertisement, Barbara Otto, chairman, Lois Dregg, Beatrice Dorn; favors, Mary Lois Cruger, chairman, Cortine Theser, Pat Otten, Carol Ludiske, Carol Lewis, Kay Ciesewo; dishes and food, Bobbie Mathey, chairman, Betty Charneck, Becky Ellis; clean-up, Jayne Nehring, chairman, Claire Anne Jensen, Jewell Henschel, Jan Bray, Louise Rasmussen and Judy Garce.

It seems only right to mention something about what the Omegas did during the summer. Jewell Henschel worked on a newsletter for the Omegas. She sent a postcard to each member which was to be filled in with all the summer news, such as, such as, summer work, boyfriends, trips and extracurricular activities. Each Omega sent this card to Jewell and she compiled them into a very pleasant newsletter which she sent out to each member. Some of the Omegas who were married during the summer are: Pam Jensen to Dick Gable; Gloria Radloff to Roger Niemand; Sue Reed to Frank Hilk; and Becky Cullacy to John Logue. Most of the Omegas engaged Omegas like Lode Dregg to Joe Sudhargrats, Barbara Otto to Robert Schroeder and Pat Perkofski to Roy Gilham.

The last meeting of the Omegas was September 22. Plans for homecoming and the girls are working to make this Homecoming one of the best!!

ERV'S PURE OIL SERVICE
ERV. Hanson, Prop.
Phone 4-4930
Complete line of accessories
Washing - Cleaning
Corner Cross & Main - Stevens Point, Wis.
Men! Do you own

McGREGOR famous Weekender?

McGregor takes Iridescence from Italy, burnished colors from the season and presents—the most fabulous Weekend of all. Well-mannered, well-received, the gentlemanly Weekender. Perfect with or without a tie. Stays neatly tucked—in—extracting tail does the trick. A wonder to wash. In a rich array of solid colors so smart you'll want them all.

Bat Race

By Frieda Wiesenberg

The names in this feature have been changed to protect the innocent. It is a true story—almost.

This summer when I made my first appearance at Central State, to pre-register, I was also faced with the housing problem. I found that trying to find a room for nine long months isn't exactly easy. There is a type of housing suitable to each individual and an environment more suitable to one person than another. Once I visited many houses that warm day in July. It was extremely hard to make a final decision. There were many things to consider: the distance from school, the rooms, the facilities in the house, the number of other girls in the house and many other things you ordinarily wouldn't think of. I finally decided on one known as D. D. When people or even animals are given nick names, there is a reason, with this title there is no reason. The title is true down to the very last person.

It is really fantastic, the things that can happen within the short time of one week.

This afternoon and early evening all twelve of us were as "busy as beavers" unpacking all of our belongings, and preparing for our first week at CSU. Right of us, freshmen, were strangers at the campus, so with company of our "sick" upper-classroommates we all went to the new union building. Once inside, it no longer seemed like a strange building, miles and miles from home. The gathering of the atmosphere there made us all feel right at home. Everyone greeted us with big smiles and warm friendly welcomes. Then and there only did we feel we were going to be part of the school.

After our supper and a quick dash through the girls' dormitory, we came back to our house. We were all bubbling over with excitement as we walked up the brightly lighted street and into the somewhat dark hall of the "Buzzy Doonsy.

Upon entering the semi-dark hall, someone turned the light on. At that same instant I heard a wild cry of distress. I looked up. Flying inward was a bat! A bat in the house is one of the very worst things that could happen, in my opinion. We had been warned to keep the attic door closed. Now what were we going to do? By this time, I finally realized what was happening. I had been standing in the same spot as if I were frozen there.

Meanwhile all the others had completely disappeared. Still I could hear their shrill, screaming voices. That horrible monster was flying around my head. What if he should get into my long brown hair? Oh, my beautiful hair! I'd have to get it cut then. In desperation, I quickly grabbed the towel that was draped over the chair. With no one to help me, I tried to hit the beast. He flew back and forth as if he were teasing me or perhaps playing a "ball fighter" with me. This became very annoying, and I, too, decided to make a dash for my room. I took one last swing at him and missed. With the towel wrapped tightly around my head I started up the stairs, only to see all the girls standing there shouting, "Hit 'em, hit 'em quick." Taking the steps two at a time, I somehow misjudged the distance. I slipped and fell down to the landing. The bat whizzed past me. Again I heard those somewhat familiar shrieks. I quickly jumped up and continued my merry way up the stairs. The bat had gone into Carol's room. When I reached the door to her small room, I saw six or eight pairs of arms swinging frantically at the bat. Finally the frightened mammal flew under the bed; Carol and Jan right after it. As we stood by in awe, we heard Jan say very solemnly, "He's under the rag now. What do we do?" Carol's voice rang out with no hesitation, "Get 'em outta here!"

For several seconds they managed to pick up the rag with the bat in it. Jan dashed down the stairs and out our front door. There she released the terrified bat.

That was the evening of Tuesday, after a long day of doing a lot of homework and preparing for tea. I was down at the library, for coffee is heated in a small teakettle. Girls of our age just can't catch a break of everything! All twelve of us had an eight o'clock class so we all left together. I returned alone at 10:15 to be met by a terrible, unpleasant smell. I opened the kitchen where my eyes met a cloud of smoke. Under that big black cloud of smoke, I saw the little teakettle. The bottom of the recently new teakettle had a hole in it about the size of a silver dollar. Today as you walk into the kitchen you will see a shiner-new teakettle upon the stove, which Joan bought for the house.

It has been said, in previous years, that Thursday nights are usually quiet, because everyone who plans to go home on the weekend is busy packing. Thursday night, however, was very different than this. With three record players in the house, we decided we should have some music. Music and dancing always go hand in hand so—we danced with the volume turned "full blast." All twelve of us were jitter bugging, the dog was barking and the house shaking while the house mother was screaming. We had a swell time—while it lasted. Ten minutes later I'm sure I heard the music echoing back through the bricks.

Friday night was a hectic one. Why? Well, supper at 5:30 and a dance at the union at 7:00 didn't give a girl much time to get ready; especially when there are twelve of us using one bathroom. Have you ever been twelfth in line when you were in a hurry? Well, I was. Then I had to rush, rush, rush to get ready so I wouldn't have to walk to school by myself.

I hurried to get ready, only to find my roommate had gone downstairs for the sixteenth time! Warned not to, she had run into a room with her boyfriend, who was frigging her up. She had run into a room to get away from "that horrible thing," and had locked the door.

Somehow, in the excitement she lost the key. We were unable to hear her calls for help, because the dog had a bark on him like a coyote. Fifteen minutes of continued barking brought down a stare to see what was happening. The barking ceased as we entered the room; but my roommate's voice was bouncing from within the closet. Upon the floor, outside the closet door we found the precious little key. We arrived at the dance rather late.

There are only a few of the incidents that have happened at our house this week. The second was filled with just as much excitement and adventure. Now, don't you agree with me, when I say there is a reason for the title, "Buzzy Doon's!"
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Save a trip downtown.
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KLEENEX
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RAZOR BLADES
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DEODORANT
PIPES

Photo supplies will be in
soon.

I Hated Spare Ribs . . .
Now I Love 'em!

That's a fact . . . there was a time when I just should have eaten it but I didn't—a time I now have to eat beef. But that was before Bill and Donie introduced me to their special Country Spa Barbequed Ribs. Now I 'em regularly . . . sometimes a couple times a week. I guess what sold me at the Spa was the combination of meaty, juicy ribs and Antiotto's homemade Barbeque sauce . . . but whatever it was, I know the Spa's Ribs are the finest I've ever eaten!

Why don't you give 'em a try?

The Country Spa

A Mile North on
Old Highway 51

Telephone
DI 4-6467

The Pointer
On Being Educated

By George Howlett

Good morning! I had a friend who graduated from here last year, and who is now teaching a short way up the valley. He used this greeting at any time I managed to meet him. You might call this an eccentricity until you stop to ponder, as I have, its significance. It indicates an attitude all of us in college life should have. It is the morning of a new semester for us all. Now also is the beginning of that wonderful experience of life at college for all you new freshmen. Even we old seniors, so ancient and wise in the ways of profs, difficulties of college, even we, must remember that life in the world as part of the community has not yet really begun for us. The sun is still rising on our lives (that is if we stay out of the petrol-gulping monster from Detroit!).

Yet I know such an attitude of cheerfully greeting each new day of college life may not last in a very high degree of intensity; especially on some of those mornings after the night before. What is your purpose here? Professor Schmuckle once pulled one of these unexpected difficult easy questions on me that is characteristic of a wise educator. What is a general education? My answer surprised him correcting and here it is. A general education includes all the processes involved in the forming of character, understandings, skills, and attitudes necessary "ad modum vivendi ad tokin vivendi." To way of life and the fullness of living.

It is here at college that we try to get ready for a way of life and the fullness of living. Certainly all should apply to the studies the needed energy and time.

For as my high school motto had it, "Wisdom is man's prudence." But even beyond this, all must become a part of the college community and take part in the college way of life. Students come to this college from Hong Kong, Korea, Iran and other far distant lands yet we have so many town and countryside students so tied to aysm strings that they can't stay on campus five extra minutes). This is not learning a new way of life. Stick around and become a college kid - not a vagrant.

So let it be a good morning to you all, a good morning to this new year of higher education and campus life. Smile, my friends, please smile! Campus life can be fun if you have the right attitude.
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There is work to be done!
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COLLEGE STUDENTS TO
SHIPPY'S FINE FASHIONS
Stevens Point’s Newest Store
Shop us for your needs in Sportswear,
Ready to Wear, Loungers, Heaters, Foundations, Etc.

FOOD
Prepared the way you like it.
Dinners, Short Orders.
Plate Lunches.
Variety of Sandwiches.
Home Made Pies.
Fish Fry Friday — 50c
At the
NORTHWAY RESTAURANT
759 N. Division
Duane and Gene Fischer, Prop.

the gift your favorite person deserves
Your Portrait
No other gift says so well, "From me—to you." No gift can duplicate it. No gift can please so much or mean so much. Let us make that special gift portrait for you now—show your interesting ways to make it a memorable gift—in color or in a beautifully designed frame. Come in or phone for your appointment tomorrow.

DON WARNER
STUDIO
Across from the College
Phone DI 4-9415